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ABSTRACT
Classroom dashboards are designed to help instructors effectively
orchestrate classrooms by providing summary statistics, activity
tracking, and other information [12]. Existing dashboards are gen-
erally specific to an LMS or platform and they generally summa-
rize individual work, not group behaviors. However, CS courses
typically involve constellations of tools and mix on- and offline
collaboration. Thus, cross-platform monitoring of individuals and
teams is important to develop a full picture of the class. In this work,
we describe our work on Concert, a data integration platform that
collects data about student activities from several sources such as
Piazza, My Digital Hand, and GitHub and uses it to support class-
room monitoring through analysis and visualizations. We discuss
team visualizations that we have developed to support effective
group management and to help instructors identify teams in need
of intervention.
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• Social and professional topics; • Human-centered comput-
ing → Visualization design and evaluation methods; • Ap-
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1 INTRODUCTION
Modern CS courses are typically blended and involve suites of
online tools including learning management systems (LMSs) such
as Moodle, Canvas, or Blackboard, development platforms such
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as GitHub, automated build servers such as Jenkins, and online
support platforms such as My Digital Hand or Piazza. Students
often face difficulties working within and across these platforms
and integrating what they do online with their in-person learning
[14]. To support students in using these tools and to orchestrate
good learning instructors must monitor the students’ work [12].
Many existing LMSs include tools for monitoring student activities
collected using heat maps (e.g. [3]) or other visualizations (e.g.
[6, 9, 13, 20]). The majority of these tools, however, are focused
on a single platform, often the course LMS, and do not allow the
instructors to observe activities across platforms.

Existing monitoring is also complicated by teamwork. Collab-
orative projects are central to many CS courses as they provide
opportunities for peer instruction and mirror professional envi-
ronments. While individual activities still make up the majority of
coursework, effective teamwork is essential to students’ success.
However, many CS students, particularly those in early courses,
are new to the concept of teamwork and struggle with the coordi-
nation, communication, and sharing that underpin teamwork [7].
In order to effectively manage student teams, instructors must be
able to monitor their work, identify patterns that cut across teams,
and account for structured collaboration practices such as POGIL
[16] that allocate different tasks to different individuals. They must
be able to distinguish cases where work is being delegated prop-
erly from cases of free-riding, or where the team itself is unable
to communicate. Individual student analysis is unsuitable in such
cases.

Our goal in this research is to address both challenges by im-
plementing an interactive dashboard that can be used to integrate
student information across platforms, visualize student and team
activities, filter groups by instructor-defined criteria, and support
data-driven intervention. We followed a design-based process in
which we carry out initial focus interviews with experienced in-
structors at our university. These interviews focused on the pro-
cesses used by the instructors for groupwork, interventions, and the
criteria that they use when making interventions, and preliminary
platform designs. Subsequent to these interviews we implemented
a working system based upon their comments. We then returned
to the instructors for subsequent interviews and evaluation of the
system.

In this paper we first discuss related work and the background
we drew from it. We then describe our design interviews and the
lessons we took from them, before turning to the system itself. We
then describe our followup evaluation of the system and conclude
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with general lessons for similar work. At each stage we discuss the
details of our process and lay out potential guidance.

2 RELATEDWORK
With teamwork becoming central inmany undergraduate CS courses,
analyzing and understanding student teamwork becomes increas-
ingly important. Team projects can help students gain the experi-
ence that helps their future in the industry [7, 11], but such projects
and the collaborative work can be new to many students, adding
more complexity into the team assignments and team interactions
[7]. Instructors may help students learn teamwork by supervising
and occasionally making interventions in their team activities, but
finding and targeting struggling teams can be challenging for many
instructors, often because of large class sizes.

Several instructor visualization tools have been developed and
released with the aim of helping instructors to observe and under-
stand their students’ study behaviors and analyze and orchestrate
their behaviors [22]. Many of these dashboards focus on tracking
student effort based upon their activities on a single online plat-
form [13, 19, 20]. GitCanary is an example of such tools, monitoring
project progress and contribution using activities on Git reposito-
ries [13]. Sandee and Aivaloglou provide a report of the iterative
development of this tool based on student and instructor reports
and an experimental evaluation of it during spring semester of 2020
in a class with 147 computer science students, guided by 7 teachers,
working in teams of an average of four members, and developing an
Android game. At the end of the semester they summarized teacher
and student perceptions of the tool using six online interviews with
the teachers and an anonymous questionnaire for the students. The
results showed positive perceptions from both teachers and stu-
dents, the tool being mainly used by teachers and students together
for explaining concepts of software quality and to promote balance
and planning. Vivian et al. also created a dashboard to extract team
role distributions and emotions using term frequency in team dis-
cussions [20]. They tested this platform on Piazza data and were
able to observe several different roles such as Communication, Co-
ordination, Monitoring, and Leadership. Another popular platform
is the Interactive Heat Map Analytics Dashboard which operates
on the Canvas platform [3]. This dashboard provides a multi-level
heat map of individual student activities and performance as well
as aggregate statistics.

Holstein et al. developed a similar dashboard called Luna, which
utilized interaction data from intelligent tutoring systems used in
a middle school [8]. They conducted a case study with 5 middle
school teachers and 17 classes and showed that while the teachers
often know how their students are doing, a learning dashboard
based on an ITS data can improve their knowledge of the class [21].
They observed that the instructors primarily focused on informa-
tion about the most challenging areas for the students. CourseVis
is another example of graphical student monitoring tools, which
works on a web-based platform for distance courses [9]. In this plat-
form, they visualize social, behavioral, and cognitive activities of
the students. The research group observed that using this platform,
the instructors can identify trends in student activities and discover
students who need help quickly.

Some more recent dashboards have also incorporated different
educational data mining and machine learning methods in the vi-
sualizations. Diana et al. for example, introduce a dashboard to
provide instructors with real-time analytics about their program-
ming assignments in Alice platform [4]. In a follow-up work, they
use the data collected from Alice and machine learning methods
to predict students’ performance and match low-performing stu-
dents with high-performing peer-tutors [5]. While Tarmazdi et al.
designed a teamwork dashboard, which visualizes student roles
Backup supporter, Feedback provides, or Leadership in student teams
[18]. They use natural language processing methods to extract stu-
dent roles from their online posts on the discussion forum. This
work however, focused on the context of student discussions on
the course forum and not on their coding activities.

While these dashboards provide valuable information about dif-
ferent aspects of the student activities, most are focused on in-
dividual student activities. With the exception of Tarmazdi et al,
the authors have not considered team-specific analytics. Moreover,
these dashboards are focused on a single platform, typically a cen-
tral LMS and do not integrate data from different platforms. While
some LMSs such as Canvas and Moodle allow external tools to be
linked in, they do not cover all tasks. CS courses typically use a
collection of online tools, such as automated build interfaces, many
of which do not support LMS integration. In 2011, Siemens et al.
proposed design of a platform for data integration and interven-
tions [15]. They also proposed to develop distinct educator, learner,
administrator, and researcher interfaces. However, due to lack of
funding little progress was made towards implementing the plat-
form [10]. The Concert platform that we develop in this work draws
from multiple existing platforms including GitHub [1], Piazza [2],
and My Digital Hand [17] to track student actions across the course
and we combine them to visualize the team activities for the course
instructors. In future, we plan to extend the list of supported tools
to include more online platforms used in classes.

In the current design of our system, we focused on student activ-
ities on Piazza and MDH (their discussion forum posts and office
hour attendance record) as sources to understand team help-seeking
patterns. These two sources reflect on student interactions inside
teams and general interactions of the whole team with other teams
or the teaching staff. We also looked into the amount of their activ-
ities on GitHub that reflects on how often they worked and how
they divided the work among themselves.

3 METHODS
Our goal in this work is to implement a platform to include data
from different online sources, visualize student activities on them,
and let instructors filter students based on their desired criteria.
To do this, we scheduled two rounds of unstructured interviews
with 9 instructors teaching at our university. The first round was
done before the system implementation and the second round was
scheduled after. During the first round of interviews, we asked the
instructors about their criteria for making interventions in their
classes and the kinds of interventions they make. We then shared
some sketches of the system with them and asked what they would
like to see included or changed in the platform implementation.
During this discussion, the instructors shared some ideas to be
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included in the system, some concerns about possible challenges in
implementation and decision making based on the included data,
and some discussions about what data to include and what methods
to use in the system. The main purpose of these interviews was to
understand what patterns instructors generally look for in student
activities, so that we can identify and present those patterns to
them more easily.

In the following sections, we first discuss our interviews with
these instructors about how they decide to make interventions
in their classes and what kinds of interventions they make. The
instructors were selected based on having experience with student
teams in their classes. They teach a variety of courses such as
introduction to computing, software engineering, programming
concepts, senior design, game design, and HCI in the Computer
Science department.We also talked to an instructor from theHistory
department to gain insight about the tools andmethods used outside
computer science courses. Then, we discuss the design of the system
and the features included based on the instructors’ opinions. Finally,
we share discussions from our second interviews with instructors
where they interacted with the system and their suggestions for
the future development of the platform.

4 WHAT INTERVENTIONS DO
INSTRUCTORS MAKE IN THEIR CLASSES?

During the first round of interviews, we asked instructors if they
ever plan interventions in their classes and what kinds of inter-
ventions they make. Two of the instructors stated that when they
were concerned about student performance, they preferred to make
interventions on a whole class basis, such as sending an email to
the whole class encouraging them to be more active on Piazza or
to come to office hours. One of these instructors mentioned that
they prefer to remind students of different learning theories. For
example: “Theory says that the students who are more active on
course discussion forums end up more successful in the class”. The
reason for choosing top-level interventions was teaching style in
one instructor’s case and large size of classes in another. The second
instructor mentioned that they have 60-70 teams in their class and
it would be time-consuming for them to reach out to the teams
individually. There were 6 other instructors that noted besides top-
level interventions, they sometimes reach out to students or teams
individually by email, set-up meetings with them, or refer them to
their advisors if they are not having acceptable progress in course.
Two of the instructors also mentioned that they sometimes make
changes to the future course structure or the assignments based on
the feedback they get from students. It is important to note that
some instructors planned more than one kind of interventions in
their classes. For example, one of the instructors reached out to
individual teams and made changes to future courses. One of the
instructors noted that they were not making any interventions in
their class unless students reached out to them.

We then asked what information they used to decide about when
and to whom they reached out. For making top-level interventions,
the instructors often considered low class attendance, low activity
on the course forum, and low participation in assignments a red flag
that often caused them to reach out to the whole class. For making
changes to the future courses, the instructors noted checking out

trends on the discussion forum and finding common concerns in
class. For individual reach-outs, 6 instructors used student submit-
ted forms such as peer evaluations, time-sheets, conflict reports, and
evaluation forms; 4 instructors reached out if the students did not
meet the course expectations regarding assignment submissions,
project progress, or grades; and two instructors stated that they
collect different statistics of the students and sometimes decide to
make interventions based on those and their observations in class.
This data included a summary of activities by project and student
for one of them, and student grades as well as office hour and forum
interactions for the other. Both these instructors noted that they do
not have a formal process for making interventions and that their
interventions are not always data-driven.

After the first round of the interviews, we learned that interaction
with individual teams in classes or using data-driven methods for
finding struggling students and teams is time-consuming for most
of the instructors. We also learned that the instructors considered a
variety of factors for finding at-risk teams and the factors were even
sometime different for the same instructor across different courses.
As a result, we decided to keep the filters for selecting teams to
contact and the time frames of data to include in the analysis a
variable that the instructors can adjust based on their knowledge
of their classes. We also decided to make it easy for them to check
out student projects by including a link to each team’s GitHub
repository. Contacting teams was another part of the process that
was time-consuming and thus we decided to make it easier by
including email templates and the student emails for each project.

5 SYSTEM DESIGN
Our current platform is part of a larger ongoing project called
Concert. The Concert platform is a general data integration and
intervention system that is designed to track students’ work in
courses across multiple platforms and to support rich models of
their study habits, progress, and learning. This data is intended to
support research on student learning, dashboards for instructor
and student guidance, and data-driven interventions. The current
version of the platform integrates data from Piazza (a discussion
forum used widely in CS department of our university), Moodle
(the LMS widely used for our courses), My Digital Hand (MDH, a
ticketing system used in some large classes for keeping student
turns in office hours) [17], and GitHub (a version control system
used in some of CS courses for managing teamwork and submis-
sions). For the present work we focused on data from the Software
Development Fundamentals course (CSC 216) offered at NC State
University. This course includes two multi-stage team projects in
Java with intermediate milestones. We used data from the Fall 2020
iteration of the course for our work and we familiarized our partic-
ipating faculty with the course design and expectations before the
interviews.

We initially planned to filter the teams that we considered at-risk
based on having large differences in activities with the course aver-
age and median values. However, there are many different patterns
that can be identified across student teams in the studied course and
using the data included in our system. These options will expand
further once we include more courses and more sources of data
in our system. So, it would be challenging to select some criteria
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and present teams meeting those to all the instructors. Some in-
structors might care about the overall progress of the project by the
whole group, while others might get concerned about unbalanced
work. Some courses might use GitHub for tracking student submis-
sions and some might use other tools. So we decided to leave such
decisions to the course instructors.

To keep the system analyses and team flagging measures dy-
namic, on the first page of the interface we ask instructors to select
a course from their courses, select a time frame to filter activities
by, and to select what aspects of student activities they would like
to see. These can be subsets of discussion forum posts, office hour
attendance, and submissions. We asked the instructors what kinds
of date filters would work best based on their opinion. Some of our
suggestions were week-by-week reports, all the activities since the
start date of the project, and all the activities since the start of the
semesters. Three of the instructors suggested that different courses
might need different kinds of time frames and it is best to keep
the time frames flexible for the users. For some courses with short
project timelines, it might be best to include all the data since the
beginning of the project. But some courses such as senior design
have semester-long projects and it might be best if the user can see
more recent activities. Thus, we decided to leave the time frame
selection on the first page to allow the users to filter data based on
their preferences.

On the next page after making these selections, we show some
overall charts of the distributions of student activities for all the
teams in class. We asked instructors if they would like to see total
activities, absolute difference values between members, or normal-
ized difference by the team activity and they noted that all of them
together allow for more insightful decisions. Two instructors sug-
gested that it would be best to differentiate between forum initial
posts and replies. Three instructors also noted that it would be
helpful to look at the amount of work done (by lines of code or
Additions in commits) and not just the number of submissions
(GitHub Commits). As a result, we have shown 5 categories of data
on these charts: Piazza initial posts, Piazza replies, GitHub number
of Commits, GitHub Additions or the lines of code added, and MDH
tickets representing each time the team members asked a question
in office hours. These charts were planned to help instructors iden-
tify patterns among team activities or points of concern such as
large differences between team member submission sizes, general
low progress of some teams, or low amounts of help-seeking ac-
tivities in them. On the same page, we present filters based on the
shown charts to choose student teams that the instructors might
want to investigate further or reach out to. It is possible to define
and mix several filters to include a combination of different metrics,
for example finding teams that are not making much progress in
their code but are also not asking for help on piazza or during office
hours. An example of the charts shown on this page is included in
Figure 1 and an overview of the filtering page is shown in Figure 2.
Once the instructors apply the filters, the list of the selected teams
will appear on the next page, as shown in Figure 3. We also give
instructors an option to choose a name and save the filter for later
or use a previously saved filter as shown in Figures 1 and 2.

For the selected teams, we show some general information such
as their amount of work, their discussion forum posts and replies,
and their office hour attendance. One of the instructors noted while

Figure 1: View of Team Charts

Figure 2: Filtering Page

using the system that it would be helpful to include course average
values on this page so that it is easy for instructors to compare
the selected teams to the course average. So, we included a table
with course average values on the sidebar of this page. It was also
suggested during the initial interview that a link to each student
repository would be helpful in case the instructors decides to look
at the team activities in more detail. Another suggestion made by
instructors during the initial interviews was to prepare an email
for the instructors to send to the team. This instructor noted that
the users of the system will often have large number of students
and teams in their classes and it will be time-consuming for them
to compose and send emails to them one-by-one. This was in ac-
cordance with what another instructor noted about not being able
to make individual interventions in their class due to the size of
the class. Based on these suggestions we included a link to each
team’s repository on GitHub and also offered an option to send
the team an email. Once the email button is clicked, an email draft
will open on the user’s page, including the team members’ email
addresses. We also include the email subject and content, modified
by the names of the students in the team, which the instructors
can edit before sending. Currently, the template for the emails is
pre-defined in the system but we plan to extend this and let the
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users define and save their templates, leaving place-holders for the
system to fill. One of the instructors noted that showing timelines
of activities for teams can also be helpful. To not make this page too
crowded, we provided a link for each team to show more details of
student activities in their team. An overview of the selected teams
page and the team specific details page are shown in Figures 3 and
4 consecutively.

Figure 3: Overview of the Selected Teams

Figure 4: Team Details View

6 EXPECTED INTERVENTIONS
When we showed the design sketches of the system to the instruc-
tors, we asked them what kinds of interventions they see likely to
make based on the information provided. The instructors who pre-
ferred top-level interventions stated that they still prefer to reach

out to the whole class and educate them about effective teamwork.
However, both of them as well as another instructor stated that
they might reach out to individual teams if it is necessary. Two of
the instructors believed unbalanced work is an issue that can be
found by this platform and they would reach out to teams if they
found unbalanced working among them. Three instructors noted
that they would use filters to flag some teams and further observe
and investigate them. Three instructors noted they might set up
meetings with the students and ask questions based on their obser-
vations. They believed they can use the team-specific information
shown on the platform as talking points during the meetings or
maybe even share it with the students to express the reason for
their concerns.

One of the instructors was specifically interested in making
changes for the future semesters. They stated that previously, they
were able to observe role specification during the main course
project when each member would work independently and not
learn about other parts. This specialization caused some of the
students to not learn about some aspects of the class. As a result of
this observation, they added an individual project to that class to
be done before the team project and believed that this could help
different students to learn about different goals of the course. They
stated that having this tool can help them identify such trends in
their classes and consider solutions for them for the same semester
or the future ones. They also mentioned that finding students who
are active on the forum can help them identify possible peer tutors
or future TAs.

Another instructor also mentioned that having this tool can
help them change the interventions in their classes from ad-hoc to
real-time. They noted that many interventions in their classes are
based on student peer-evaluations and complaint forms, which are
often submitted after the assignment is done. Being able to observe
student activities real-time would help them identify such teams
earlier and possibly provide them with help.

7 SYSTEM EVALUATION AND USE
During the second interview, we presented the early implemen-
tation of the system to the instructors and recorded the kinds of
activities they performed, the kinds of insights they could extract,
what they liked most about the system, and their overall opinion
of the system. We will discuss each of these subjects in this sec-
tion. We also collected their suggestions for planning the future
development of the project, which we will discuss in Section 8.

7.1 Instructor Queries and Insights
The instructors applied different time-frames for observing student
activity charts. These time-frames included windows as short as
one week and as long as the whole semester. Searching for the data
of the whole semester was the most popular as 5 out of 9 instructors
searched at-least once for those.

Among different sources, the instructors again took different
selection approaches. A few of them preferred to start with looking
at all the available charts, while others limited the charts to only one
kind at each search, looking for either discussion forum activities,
office hour attendance, or work submissions.
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They used the filters for finding many different trends among
the student activities. Some examples of these trends are shown
below:

• Teams who are not asking for any kind of help by not going
to office hours or asking questions on Piazza.

• Teams that had unbalanced work, who had large differences
or normalized differences in team based on the number of
commits and lines of code.

• Teams that are active on Piazza but not going to office hours.
• Teams that have only one member who is comfortable with
Piazza.

• Teams that are most active on Piazza.
By applying these search measures, they were able to evaluate

assumptions about the different teams. For example, the instructor
who searched for teams that were active on Piazza but did not at-
tend office hours, hypothesized that these teams were either too
shy to seek in-person help or had scheduling conflicts. Also, by
examining the detailed activities of the teams with larger differ-
ences, the instructors found that often one member did significantly
more amount of work. They also stated that having the GitHub link
would be useful for further investigation, since it is possible that
one member submitted a large library or was fixing a bug which
caused their large amount of activities. One of the instructors was
interested in the members with large amounts of Piazza replies,
stating they are the ones helping others most. They also noticed a
team with 18 office hour visits and large number of GitHub activi-
ties, saying they seemed to be learning a lot. By looking into team
details, they were also able to note the teams that had one member
submitting more code and the other member attending more of-
fice hours, which looked like dividing the work. By looking at the
normalized difference chart for all teams, one instructor noticed
that it looks like there is one person who feels more comfortable on
Piazza for most teams, since there was a large group of teams with
a normalized difference close to 1. They also found some teams
with similar number of commits and large amount of submitted
lines of code and noted that one member might have submitted the
project GUI which was provided by the instructors.

The instructors were also able to see specific trends in team
activities based on their team specific charts, such as large spikes
that the instructors guessed would be the course milestones and
deadlines. The course instructor was able to confirm that those
dates were in fact deadlines for different milestones of the projects.
The two large projects of the course were visible by the trends of
student activities during the whole semester.

7.2 Instructor Assessments
6 out of 9 instructors stated that the pre-filled emails were the
best feature on the platform, especially if they would be able to
prepare templates for them at the beginning of the semester. They
mentioned that once you spot teams that might need interventions,
sending emails to them would be the most time-consuming part
and having this option would save them a lot of time.

One instructor liked the filtered team stats shown in tables. They
stated that having information on one aspect of student activities
is not as helpful as having the integrated information from all the
different sources. They believed it would provide them with lots

of information about the teams. Two instructors liked the single-
team charts, since it showed them the trend and distribution of
student activities in time. Two instructors noted that having the
link to GitHub was specifically useful, since sometimes you need
to check out their activities to make sure what the numbers mean.
While numbers can draw your attention to some teams, you still
sometimes need to investigate further.

Three instructors believed that most of the features were there
and the system was already providing value. While they believed
some design changes and providing more information about how
to read different charts and statistics could make the system easier
to start with or use during time, they mentioned that they got used
to finding the information easily. Three other instructors stated
that the system was helpful and it was useful to know how the
students worked in teams. One of them stated that GitHub pro-
vides the users’ pulse and you can see what each member did, but
integrating that information with Piazza and office hours can be
insightful. Two instructors stated that they would use the system if
it would provide more charts and information at the starting page
and without needing much time from them. Also, all the instructors
believed that having the option of saving and re-using the filters
makes the system more time-saving and easy to use.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this work, we conducted detailed design interviews with 9 in-
structors about their courses, teamwork, and how they make data-
guided interventions. Guided by this information we solicited their
opinions on our proposed dashboard design and operation. We
then used their feedback to guide our implementation of a working
prototype using integrated data from a CS2 course. This dashboard
provided the instructors with an overall view of their classes and
provided them with tools to query data about specific teams or set
thresholds to identify students who may need support. We then
trained the instructors on the prototype and conducted additional
design interviews to solicit their opinions on the platform. While
providing this information to the instructors does not guarantee to
improve student teamwork, it will save instructors the time they
would need to spend analyzing student online behavior.

Overall, the instructors found the platform to be useful and
believed that the information shown on this dashboard could help
them to better identify and engage with struggling teams. Some of
them mentioned that they would reach out to the top teams as well,
to motivate them in keeping their good work going. The instructors
also provided us with feedback about what other features they
would like the system to have and what changes could make the
system easier to interact with. Some of the feedback instructors
provided was about the design of the pages and the information
shown. For example, the charts did not seem self-sufficient without
explanation. The axis labels and chart names were not descriptive
enough and some of the defined metrics such as difference and
normalized difference needed a more clear definition for the first-
time users.

Some of the other suggestions were about the features we could
add to the system to make it more useful and time-saving. The most
asked for feature was being able to generate and use different email
templates. The instructors believed it would save them more time
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and give them more flexibility to reach out to different groups of
students, maybe just to say they are doing great. They also asked for
the option to reach out only to the student who is less or more active
in a team individually. Aside from saving and re-using filters, one
instructor asked to set up filters at the beginning of the semester and
get notifications about them regularly. Another instructor suggested
that once filters were saved and given their names, we would be
able to construct more complex filters by grouping them into logical
expressions. One other feature the instructors requested more often
was having pre-defined filters to show students above, within, and
below median range of submissions so that they can find them
without needing to create filters. Another request was having a
landing page with insightful information about the class, such as
general information, list of teams and how much activities they
have done, or some charts providing information about the class at
a glance.

There were also different requests for more personal configura-
tions, such as the default time-frame setting or a landing page with
useful insights about the course. Some instructors also asked for
different kinds of visualizations and being able to switch between
them. For example, two instructors preferred to see bar charts with
a bar for each team instead of the distributions, to know where
each team stands by looking at the chart. One other instructor also
preferred to have the bar charts in team specific pages not stacked
to make them easier to compare, but they believed it would be
best if they could switch between stacked charts and bar charts.
Some instructors asked for more filtering options such as getting
keywords or names of the folders to limit the Piazza posts and
office hour visits to the ones related to the team project. Another
example was for the instructors to provide a regular expression
for the files to ignore in submissions, since sometimes parts of the
project code is provided by the teaching staff and its submission by
one member can make the work distribution inaccurate. Instructors
also requested for the project deadlines and milestones to be added
to the system and be shown as options for time-frame selection
and/or as overlays on the charts to give the user more insight about
student activities.

One instructor suggested showing different types of office hour
attendance with different colors on the chart. When students submit
a request on My Digital Hand platform, there are three possibilities.
They may be helped by the teaching staff present and have their
problem resolved, they may be helped but leave without having
their problem solved, or they may not get to be helped due to the
office hours being busy. Showing these groups separately can help
the instructors know if they have enough office hours and if the
students are receiving the help they need.

We plan to implement different parts of these suggestions in the
next phases of development, prioritizing the ones most asked for
such asmaking the visualizations easier to follow, having predefined
filters that are easy to use, and saving and selecting different email
templates for reaching out to students more easily.
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